
Tech Talk Speakers 

 

Speaker: Daniel Howard (9:35 am) 

Title:  Electricity at the lowest societal cost 

Abstract:  Most countries make long-term energy infrastructure decisions based on 
techno-economic cost minimization.  This approach ignores environmental and health 
impacts, which my research shows can be 5-40 times greater than retail electricity 
prices.  National energy organizations rarely have insight into environmental and health 
costs because assessing them requires substantial time and resources.  To address 
this, I developed the first energy system optimization model that quantifies and 
monetizes the full spectrum of environmental and health impacts using rapid simulation 
and optimization techniques.  For the first time, national level electricity systems can be 
optimized to minimize total economic, environmental and health impacts.  The model 
can be run to determine how to deliver electricity at the lowest societal cost in any 
country. 

Bio:  Daniel Howard is a visionary, energy engineer and social entrepreneur.  He brings 
an academic background of engineering, mathematics and economics together with a 
passion for social change.  Daniel has been part of disruptive technology start-ups 
going through stages of hyper-growth and global expansion, as well as startups that 
failed.  He sits on the board of CLEAN Education, a non-profit developing and 
presenting curriculum in underprivileged K-12 schools.  He has been a graduate 
research fellow for the National Science Foundation, United States Agency for 
International Development and the United States Environmental Protection Agency.  He 
has presented ‘Electricity at the Lowest Societal Cost’ at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and 
the Caribbean.   

Speaker: Crista Lopes (10:05 am) 
 
Title: Simulating Cities 
 
Abstract: Despite all the reasons why complex simulations are desirable for decision 
and policy making, and despite advances in computing power, large distributed 
simulations of urban areas are still rarely used, with most of their adoption in military 
applications. The reality is that developing distributed simulations is much harder than 
developing non-distributed ones, and requires a much higher level of software 
engineering expertise, which usually modeling and simulation experts don't have. 
There are many similarities between the concept of aspect (as given by AOP) and the 
general concept of "aspect of a city" that urban planning researchers routinely use. 
This talk looks at urban simulations from a systems design perspective, and puts 



forward the idea that non-traditional decompositions are not just beneficial for these 
applications, but are likely the only way to move that field forward. 
 
Bio: Dr. Lopes joined ICS in the Fall of 2002. Previously, she was a Research Scientist 
at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. While at PARC, she was most known as a 
founder of the group that developed Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) and started 
aspectj.org. Crista has B.S. and M.S. degrees in Electrical and Computer Engineering 
from Instituto Superior Técnico, in Lisbon, and a Ph.D. in Computer Science from 
Northeastern University, in Boston. She also studied piano and voice, and sung in 
choirs such as the San Francisco Symphony Chorus (1999-2002) and the Gulbenkian 
Choir (1989-1992). She received a National Science Foundation's CAREER Award, 
2004-2009.   
 

Speaker: Joe Speed (10:35 am) 

Title: Crowdsourcing the Olli Cognitive Self-Driving Shuttle with Local Motors and 
Watson IoT AutoLAB,  

Abstract: Joe will talk about how this project came about, the power of co-creation and 
the new effort to use Watson and other technologies to make Olli the world's most 
accessible vehicle. 

Bio: Joe Speed works for IBM and likes cars ... so he builds cars for IBM. Joe is the 
Watson IoT AutoLAB Product Owner, leading design & development for IBM including 
“Olli” cognitive self-driving shuttle with Local Motors. Joe’s other fun projects include 
DARPA humanoid robot driven EV, open IoT supercharged roadster, and a 3D printed 
surf mobile that changes color depending on traffic. Joe has helped Daimler, car2go, 
Ford, Peugeot Citroën, Land Rover, Continental and others put open IoT into vehicles. 

Speaker: Michael Ludden (11:05 am) 

Title: AI in VR 

Abstract: Learn about how Watson is being applied in interesting new ways, including 
via the IBM Speech Sandbox for HTC Vive's Viveport: http://bit.ly/2j1att5 , a previously 
a well-received IBM Watson VR hackathon focusing on our Visual Recognition service 
within Unity here: http://bit.ly/2j1cDbW and more! From innovative conversational 
interfaces to unique symbol recognition systems and training tools, in the emerging 
gaming and non-gaming Virtual Reality spaces, during this session attendees can 
expect to walk away understanding how you could use Watson to add to immersive 
experiences in Virtual Reality. 
  
Bio: Michael Ludden is Program Director & Senior Product Manager at IBM Watson, 
currently working in the emerging field of Artificial Intelligence and specifically on 
Developer Incentivization Strategy. Previously, Michael was Developer Marketing 



Manager Lead at Google, Head of Developer Marketing at Samsung, a Developer 
Evangelist at HTC, Global Director of Developer Relations at startups Quixey & Nexmo, 
and was involved at various times in development, product marketing, co-founding 
startups, tech show hosting, and even cruise-ship singing (don’t ask). Michael has a 
degree from UCLA and is thrilled to share more about AI, Machine Learning and Virtual 
Reality. 

Speaker: Bryan Cunningham (11:35 am) 
 
Title: UCI’s Cybersecurity Policy and Research Institute 
 
Abstract: The UC Irvine Cybersecurity Policy & Research Institute (CPRI) is a 
multidisciplinary, collaborative effort among the University’s schools of Information and 
Computer Science, Engineering, Law, Physical Sciences, Business, Medicine, Social 
Ecology, Social Sciences and the Division of Continuing Education. CPRI brings a 
holistic, non-outcome-determinative, scientific focus to the most difficult technology, 
legal and policy challenges in combatting cyber threats, while working to protect 
individual privacy and civil liberties and to better safeguard our economy and 
democratic government. CPRI is supported by more than 100 participants from critical 
infrastructure-related businesses, law enforcement and government agencies, 
economic development organizations, and the privacy and civil liberties community. 
 
Bio: Bryan Cunningham is the Executive Director for UCI’s Cybersecurity Policy and 
Research Institute. He is a leading international expert in cyber security, privacy, trade 
secret protection, employee monitoring and government surveillance issues, with 
special expertise in US and European Union data protection law and compliance. 
Bryan developed this unique practice through extensive experience in senior US 
Government intelligence and law enforcement positions. Most recently, he served as 
Deputy Legal Adviser to then-National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice. He also 
served six years in the Clinton Administration, as a senior CIA officer and federal 
prosecutor.  He drafted significant portions of the Homeland Security Act and related 
legislation, helping to shepherd them through Congress. He was a principal contributor 
to the National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace, worked closely with the 9/11 
Commission and has provided legal advice to Presidents, National Security Advisors, 
the National Security Council, and other senior government officials on intelligence, 
terrorism, cyber security and other related matters. Bryan is a cybersecurity and 
privacy lawyer who has advised clients on data and critical infrastructure protection 
and privacy programs. 
	
	


